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The context: teacher education

� Grad Dip Secondary field practicum
� 2X4 week placements, for observation and 

teaching practice
� Students work in isolation, within school 

communities
� Advised and mentored by university staff
� Practicum is assessed
� Need for both formal and informal support



Professional development
� Field practicum
� Reflective practice
� Professional identity
� Structured on-line program designed to 

overcome professional isolation
� Graduate  Diploma of Education Secondary 

program



The use of virtual mentoring is time and place indepe ndent 
and is a medium through which every education studen t can 
benefit (Watson, 2006).



The project: developing self-
reflective teachers

� Professional identity
� Development of self- reflective practitioners
� Enabled by digital tools, within an LMs
� Peer-to-peer with lecturer intervention
� Use of voice (podcasts) with  text based 

online discussion



Integrating ICT effectively

� Studies on synchronous and asynchronous 
online discussions have revealed that 
students preferred more time independent 
discussion such as asynchronous 
communication (Poole,2001).  
� The use of asynchronous discussion time is 

valuable for allowing more time for reflection 
and reactions (Lim and Tan (2001).



Reflective practitioners

� Pre-service teachers often struggle to employ theories 
from university coursework in their teaching (Duquette, 
1993; Fang, 1996; McCormack et al., 2006). 

� Yet, ‘the most contentious dimension of initial teacher 
education programs is the nexus between theory and 
practice’ (Brady et al., 1998, p. 2).

� “Pre-service teachers, then, need opportunities to 
interact with others during reflection to articulate beliefs 
and make sense of emerging understandings”
(Schoffner, 2008). 



Online peer mentoring

� A partnership between 2 or more people who 
want to share and develop mutual interests 
and skills
� Sharing expertise, learning and growth
� Virtual environment supported by social 

software enables collaboration
� Main challenge: the human connection
� Benefits: flexibility, time efficiency, reflection



Aim

� Communal interaction in reflective peactice
� Create an e-mentoring system
� Offer emotional support, feedback and 

encouragement
� Mitigation of professional isolation and 

anxiety
� Students recorded and shared critical 

incidents while on practicum



Pre-service teachers access their practical theory when 
they engage with others, drawing upon current 
understandings and experiences to articulate a posi tion or 
express an emotion. New understandings are also 
generated through this interaction, as pre-service teachers 
confront challenges to their beliefs, encounter dif ferent 
perspectives, and receive affirmation and support ( Liston & 
Zeichner,1990; Schoffner, 2008).



Reflection benefits when multiple perspectives and diverse voices 
are brought to bear on issues of teaching and learn ing; pre-
service teachers learn to articulate their ideas an d understandings 
when they engage with others  (LaBoskey1994)



In the context of pre-service teacher education the opportunities 
for the “enactive experience” through the practicum and the 
vicarious experience of observation in the field enabl e the 
opportunities for the development of self efficacy be liefs. 



A practitioner who reflects-in-action tends to question the definition 
of the task, the theories-in-action that are brought to it, and assesses 
the performance. (Schon ,1983)



Asynchronous online discussions were selected as oppo sed to 
synchronous as these are more task oriented and allow the 
participants greater opportunities to reflect on what they have 
learned before posting responses (Lim &Tan 2001)

Wenger, E.1998



The value adding potential of podcasting technology  to learning lies in its 
community-building value, and its use as a vehicle for disseminating learner-
created content, to peers as in this research study .

McLoughlin & Lee ( 2007) 



Research questions

� How did students use the blogging and voice 
discussion tools to engage in professional 
conversations?
� What were the emergent themes that were 

the focus of discussion in the student 
podcasts?  
� What evidence was there of the students 

becoming self-reflective practitioners?



Web based tools to support 
online discussion

� Wimba Voice Board (Wimba Inc., 2007) tool.
� allows the creation of threaded, 

asynchronous audio discussions that are 
also integrated into the Blackboard 
environment 

� it requires no specialised software other 
than a Java-enabled web browser.



� This study was designed to evaluate the 
impact of the sharing of audio recorded 
stories of critical incidents on the 
development of reflective practice within a 
learning community among pre-service 
teachers who formed dyads.

Study design









Results



•Classroom practicum experience:Classroom practicum experience:Classroom practicum experience:Classroom practicum experience: initial experiencesinitial experiencesinitial experiencesinitial experiences
•Pedagogy: Choices, decisionsPedagogy: Choices, decisionsPedagogy: Choices, decisionsPedagogy: Choices, decisions
•Classroom management: Issues and problemsClassroom management: Issues and problemsClassroom management: Issues and problemsClassroom management: Issues and problems
•Nature of Teaching: linking theory to practiceNature of Teaching: linking theory to practiceNature of Teaching: linking theory to practiceNature of Teaching: linking theory to practice
•Concern for students: statements pertaining to the welfare/learnConcern for students: statements pertaining to the welfare/learnConcern for students: statements pertaining to the welfare/learnConcern for students: statements pertaining to the welfare/learning approach of ing approach of ing approach of ing approach of 
students.students.students.students.
•Reflections on selfReflections on selfReflections on selfReflections on self----efficacy: efficacy: efficacy: efficacy: 
•Resources: statements in which students talked resources includiResources: statements in which students talked resources includiResources: statements in which students talked resources includiResources: statements in which students talked resources including teaching ideas, ng teaching ideas, ng teaching ideas, ng teaching ideas, 
general information, or instructional strategies.general information, or instructional strategies.general information, or instructional strategies.general information, or instructional strategies.
•Lesson planning: statements in which a student discusses the neeLesson planning: statements in which a student discusses the neeLesson planning: statements in which a student discusses the neeLesson planning: statements in which a student discusses the need for planning in d for planning in d for planning in d for planning in 
advance of the lessonadvance of the lessonadvance of the lessonadvance of the lesson
•Emotional reactions to classroom occurrences: Expressions of surEmotional reactions to classroom occurrences: Expressions of surEmotional reactions to classroom occurrences: Expressions of surEmotional reactions to classroom occurrences: Expressions of surprise/positive and prise/positive and prise/positive and prise/positive and 
negative comments on the events and interactions of the classroonegative comments on the events and interactions of the classroonegative comments on the events and interactions of the classroonegative comments on the events and interactions of the classroommmm
•Future speculation: teachers looking ahead and commenting on futFuture speculation: teachers looking ahead and commenting on futFuture speculation: teachers looking ahead and commenting on futFuture speculation: teachers looking ahead and commenting on future plans for ure plans for ure plans for ure plans for 
teaching based on their initial experienceteaching based on their initial experienceteaching based on their initial experienceteaching based on their initial experience

Content analysis of discussions



Table1: Results showing categories of socio-profess ional learning

ComponentComponentComponentComponent Explanation Explanation Explanation Explanation Examples from student Examples from student Examples from student Examples from student 
discoursesdiscoursesdiscoursesdiscourses

Occurrences Occurrences Occurrences Occurrences 
from focus from focus from focus from focus 
group group group group 
discussions discussions discussions discussions 
as %as %as %as %

Community �Belonging
�mutual engagement

� joint enterprise

On the first posting I feel that if I did 
have someone who was doing the 
same thing as me, they would 
understand more in depth 
It just sort of helped me when I got 
home to know that I was not alone

34

Identity �Learning as 
becoming; 
�use of shared 
objects

The other thing I liked was just 
learning new skills
Just knowing who is teaching what 

subjects and what levels so you can 
share things

24

Meaning �participation in 
community 
�negotiated 
experience

It was nice to have that community 
support while we were going through 
that experience
I also see the benefit of having 
somebody to share ideas

23

Practice �learning as doing
� shared goals 

Knowing that everybody went 
through the same thing, more than 
once on some occasions

19

Total 100%



Conclusions

� Voice connections very powerful, reduction of 
isolation
� Content: sharing of experience, common 

ground
� The voice board in combination with the blog 

enabled reflection on professional growth 
experiences, as well as providing a solution 
to the problem of isolation. 



Conculsions

� Initial levels revealed a superficial treatment 
with little analysis and a descriptive 
approach, limiting their response to 
immediate solutions.
� through dialogue and social engagement with 

others, they learnt not only about the 
teaching profession, but also about 
themselves as practitioners. 



Conclusion

� The process of asynchronous online 
discussion provided the pre-service teachers 
with a structured opportunity to interact with 
others during reflection to articulate beliefs 
and make sense of emerging 
understandings. 


